Using Stimulation to Evaluate and Restore Cognitive Functions and Awareness in Disorder of Consciousness (DOC) Patients
=======================================================================================================================

Survivors of severe brain injury generally transit through different states of decrease or loss of awareness (both of their environment and of their self), named coma, vegetative state (VS) --or unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS)-- and minimally conscious state (MCS). Evaluating cognition, probing consciousness, and predicting recovery are critical clinical issues. Currently, repeated behavioral clinical examination provides the main approach to establish diagnosis in clinical practice. However, these behaviors are often fluctuating and their detection can be unreliable. Indeed, some studies have observed that up to 40% of MCS patients are erroneously diagnosed as vegetative by non-expert teams, this being explained by arousal fluctuation, motor disabilities, poor expertise in behavioral assessment, or the use of insensitive behavioral assessment scales (e.g., [@B85]). One additional important issue concerns the difficulty of the correct recognition of affective behaviors that is part of the definition of MCS ([@B32]). Indeed, the detection of subtle, but potentially meaningful affective behaviors remains difficult and hard to differentiate from purely automatic responses. Moreover, a part of subjectivity and interpretation of behavioral responses is often difficult to avoid because of facing dramatic situations and family expectations. As misdiagnosis has consequences on treatment and end-of-life decisions, developing additional methods in order to improve the detection of signs of consciousness is therefore crucial.

Over the last 20 years, neurophysiological studies have been developed, both at rest or using sensory stimulations, to better evaluate the preserved cerebral functions in patients with disorders of consciousness (DOC). General brain network organization has been explored using functional connectivity analyses at rest, i.e., when patients are not perceptively solicited. This allows evaluating spontaneous brain activity, including networks that probably serve basic functions related to consciousness ([@B7]). Indeed, this method helps understanding whether information processing can be locally amplified and distributed on a long-distance, whole-brain scale (e.g., [@B98]), with the latter one being probably a prerequisite for conscious access ([@B21]). Using resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging connectivity analyses, it has been shown that the default mode network connectivity was negatively correlated with the degree of clinical consciousness impairment, ranging from MCS patients over VS patients to coma patients ([@B101]; [@B93]). Using ^15^O-radiolabeled water PET measurements of regional cerebral blood flow performed at rest, [@B90] have also identified an impaired functional connectivity between the ascending reticular activating system and the precuneus during persistent VS.

Most frequently, evaluations rest on sensory stimulations. In this case, specific cerebral activations are investigated, from sensory detection to higher order cognitive processes, sometimes also including stimulus awareness. Most importantly, these neurophysiological studies have shown that patients with little or no behavioral evidence of conscious awareness may retain critical cognitive capacities (for a review, see for example [@B51]). For example, the primary and secondary auditory cortices are often activated by auditory stimuli in DOC patients. It has also been shown that an acoustically deviant stimulus (such as an infrequent high pitch tone compared to frequent low pitch tones) can evoke an early event-related potential (ERP) referred to as MisMatch Negativity (MMN), thus demonstrating that an automatic echoic memory can still be preserved in these patients (e.g., [@B29]). Interestingly, the presence of the MMN is a predictor of awakening and precludes comatose patients from moving to a permanent VS ([@B28]). Furthermore, the preservation of linguistic functions has been also investigated. While ERP studies showed that the cerebral signatures to the detection of incongruous speech, i.e., the N400 potential, is still observed in some VS and MCS patients ([@B87]; [@B45]; [@B75]; [@B94]), fMRI studies suggested that the cortical structures associated to speech processing (notably the temporal lobe) are also activated in these patients ([@B84]; [@B17]; [@B26]).

More recently, active paradigms (i.e., paradigms in which patients are asked to follow the researcher's instructions) have been developed to investigate the preservation of the patient's voluntary brain functions. A new MMN paradigm has been developed to test the ability to actively maintain mental representations in working memory and to use these informations strategically, by measuring cerebral responses to violations of local or global temporal regularities ([@B2]). [@B25] have shown that two patients who developed the neural signature of long-term violation detection showed unequivocal clinical signs of consciousness within the 3--4 days following the ERP recording. In another active paradigm, [@B86] have evaluated the ability for DOC patients to count their own first name. They showed that the P300 potential, which indicates that the individual discriminates her/his own name ([@B67]), was greater in an active condition than in a passive condition (i.e., without any instruction to count) in both controls and MCS patients. This finding suggests that MCS patients can direct active attention to an auditory target when asked to follow instructions. Finally, a neuroimaging study has also shown that a presumably VS patient was still able to understand and follow verbal instructions, such as "imagine you are walking around in your house" or "imagine you are playing tennis," although clinical evaluation failed to detect her as conscious ([@B65]). However, the number of VS patients who could actually pass that test was extremely low: in a more recent study testing 54 DOC patients with this paradigm, only five patients were able to perform both mental activities on request and only one patient was able to associate these activities with a yes-or-no response and communicate with the researchers ([@B57]). Thus, although the achievement of this kind of sustained mental imagery tasks offers a specific criterion to detect patients that are conscious and highly functioning, one major drawback of this criterion is its lack of sensitivity. These tests cannot detect patients who are in the process of recovering awareness, but who are unable to understand complex verbal commands and/or to produce the mental effort required by sustained mental imagery tasks.

In addition to its use in evaluating the patient's state and diagnosis, sensory stimulation has been also proposed as an intervention strategy to enhance the patient's engagement with the immediate environment and to increase her/his consciousness level ([@B11]). The background tenets for supporting stimulation initiatives include (a) the general fear that sensory deprivation connected with the virtual isolation of the person after severe brain injury may have additional negative effects on her/his condition ([@B64]) and (b) the view that the plasticity of the central nervous system could definitely benefit from a rich stimulation regimen ([@B11]; [@B53]; [@B24]). The use of sensory stimulation for DOC patients has gained popularity during the 1980s, but beliefs and opinions about its effectiveness vary substantially among health professionals. [@B11] and [@B4] tested the effect of multisensory stimulation (auditory, visual, tactile, gustatory, and olfactory stimulation) on DOC patients. They both showed clear progress for the patients with consistent responses to stimulations and progressively the ability to respond to yes/no questions. [@B23] have also used multisensory stimulation and showed that familiar stimuli elicited a greater range of behavioral responses. However, other studies could not bring reliable evidence to support beneficial effects of multisensory stimulation (for reviews, see [@B30]; [@B53]; [@B78]; [@B48]). Sensory stimulation approaches are thus still controversial, notably because of the absence of control conditions and/or statistical analyses, but also because the fatigability of these particular patients is not considered ([@B104]). In clinical practice, sensory regulation approaches are preferred over these sensory stimulation programs, that are programs in which salient and significant stimuli are delivered, but in which resting periods are also required.

Personalized Stimuli Enhance the Probability to Observe a Response in DOC Patients
==================================================================================

Most of the clinical tests are standardized protocols in which well-controlled stimuli (such as pure tones) are used. While neutral stimuli facilitate comparisons between patients' data, they might also be associated with a high number of false negatives because they cannot personally engage patients with disorders of consciousness. In line with this hypothesis, it has been shown that, in contrast to neutral stimuli, personalized stimuli enhance the probability to observe a cerebral response in DOC patients.

Familiarity has been frequently used to capture the patient's attention and to evoke an emotional reaction. For example, [@B3] have shown, in one MCS patient, an extended brain activation of the emotional network (amygdala, insula, inferior frontal gyrus) in response to his mother's voice reading a story, as compared to a non-familiar voice. Similarly, familiar faces (but not unfamiliar faces) succeed in eliciting activations in face-selective brain areas (with further limbic and cortical activations) in VS patients ([@B88]). Personal significance also increases the probability to observe a brain response in DOC patients. Enhanced cognitive responses evoked by emotional and salient (personal) stimuli were first demonstrated with ERP methodology (for a review, see [@B66]). While the P300 component to rare tones is observed only in a few patients ([@B36]; [@B105]; [@B35]; [@B76]; [@B20]; [@B33]), its probability of occurrence is enhanced with relevant and meaningful stimuli. Indeed, [@B89] have shown that the P300 to tones is more frequently observed when a short phrase spoken by a member of the family is presented simultaneously. Similarly, the P300 response is enhanced and can be analyzed, even on an individual level, when the deviant stimulus is not a tone stimulus but the patient's own name. [@B69] have shown that, when the subject's own name (SON) is presented in series of equiprobable unfamiliar first names, the P300 can be observed in all MCS patients, and in certain VS patients (see also the studies of [@B56]; [@B27]; [@B37]; [@B79] in which the SON is used as a novel stimulus). As compared to the P300 to rare tones, the P300 to the SON is elicited more frequently ([@B13]). This is in agreement with behavioral assessments in which patients show more localization to the SON as compared to neutral sound ([@B14]), and with fMRI studies in which a widespread activation in the temporal structures was observed for meaningful sounds (infant cries and SON) as compared to meaningless noise stimuli ([@B50]).

The cerebral response following the presentation of the SON has been interpreted, in both healthy participants and DOC patients, as an index of a discriminative processing to a very salient and emotional word ([@B67], [@B69]) and might be associated to the enhancement of both top--down attentional and/or arousal mechanisms (for a review see [@B15]), as well as of self-processing ([@B49]). These functional hypotheses are supported by neuroimaging studies in which it has been shown that SON processing is associated, in controls and DOC patients, with regional cerebral blood flow changes in the superior temporal gyrus and in the medial (both in frontal and parietal) cortical structures ([@B50]; [@B68]; [@B61]; [@B92]; [@B22]; [@B73]; [@B19]; [@B38]; [@B59]).

Music Evokes Attention, Emotion, Autobiographical, and Self-Processing in Healthy Subjects
==========================================================================================

One of the most emotional and salient stimulus of our environment is probably music. Neuroimaging studies have shown that music listening activates a vast bilateral network related to attention, semantic processing, memory, and the sensori-motor system (for a review, see for example [@B107]), but also to emotion. Indeed, the entire limbic/paralimbic system, including the amygdala, the hippocampus, the parahippocampal gyrus, the nucleus accumbens, the ventral tegmental area, the anterior cingulate, and the orbitofrontal cortex have been shown to be activated when listening to music (for a review, [@B43]). Music also evokes autobiographical memories (e.g., [@B41]). Indeed, neuroimaging studies suggest that the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) plays a central role when we experience episodic memories that are triggered by familiar songs from our personal past. MPFC (as part of an internal network) might act in concert with more lateral brain structures, such as the lateral prefrontal and posterior cortices (as part of an external network) both in terms of overall responsiveness to familiar and autobiographically salient songs and tonality tracking and musical structure processing ([@B39]).

Autobiographical memory is recognized as being multifaceted, containing a body of general knowledge (shared with other individuals), as well as unique experiences specific to an individual, which have been accumulated since childhood, and which allow ourselves to construct a feeling of identity and continuity ([@B18]; [@B70]). [@B99] conception of memory emphasizes the episodic aspects of the self, defending the role of a phenomenological self in the construction and maintenance of subjective continuity in time and personal identity. Constructing autobiographical memories involves search, monitoring, and self-referential processes that are associated with activations in different regions in the prefrontal cortex ([@B10]). This is accordance with studies investigating music perception and emotion; these studies reported that the amount of activation in the MPFC depends on the likelihood of experiencing a chill while listening to self-selected music ([@B6]; [@B39]).

Music perception thus requires complex processing, including numerous cognitive functions, some of them being specific to music, and others being shared with other materials or functions ([@B106]). Consequently, it has been proposed that music listening can convey beneficial effects on cognitive processes (e.g., [@B83]; [@B95]). For example, it has been shown that listening to music daily over a 2-month period leads to an enhancement of cognitive recovery (memory, attention, language) and mood, as well as long-term plastic changes in early sensory processing (as indexed by the MMN), after cerebral artery stroke ([@B82]). An enhancement of visual attention has been also described in patients with visual neglect when the tasks are performed while listening to preferred music relative to unpreferred music ([@B91]). Listening to a short musical excerpt improves subsequent linguistic syntax processing in patients with basal ganglia lesions ([@B47]), patients with Parkinson disease ([@B46]) as well as in patients with developmental language disorders ([@B71]). Recently, it has been shown for conscious patients from intensive care units that music exposure resulted in greater reduction of sedation frequency, in comparison to usual care or noise-canceling conditions ([@B16]). The beneficial effects of music have been attributed to the stimulation and recovery of cerebral networks required for the processing of different information (e.g., music and language), but also to the emotional characteristics of music, which are able to increase arousal ([@B96]) and to activate the reward system ([@B80]).

Music Boosts Cognition in DOC Patients
======================================

From the research reviewed here above (but see also [@B5]), music appears to be one of the best candidates to stimulate cerebral processes in DOC patients. This particular stimulus could engage patients and helps them to reach a higher level of cognition.

In DOC patients, music has been mostly used in therapy up to now. [@B30] have used active music therapy in 34 severe brain-injured patients. This music therapy approach consisted in activities related to musical improvisation between the patient and the therapist by singing or by playing different musical instruments, according to the vital functions, the neurological conditions and the motor abilities of the patients. [@B30] showed an improvement of the collaboration capacity of the patients and a reduction of undesired behaviors, such as inertia (reduced psychomotor initiative) or psychomotor agitation. [@B54], [@B55]) reported an increased participation of a VS patient following exposure to live music and to familiar songs, changing the diagnosis to MCS. Similar effects have been also described in other behavioral single-case studies (e.g., [@B8]). However, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from these studies as they did not use quantified measures and were missing control conditions/groups (for a review, see [@B48]). Recently, the beneficial effect of music has been started to be investigated in more experimental approaches for DOC patients. For example, the effect of preferred music on performance to the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) was compared to that of a control condition using a noise stimulus (a meaningless, non-aversive, acoustically matched sound stimulus) in six MCS patients ([@B102]). Qualitative and quantitative analyses showed in 66.6% of the assessments a better result for the music condition than for the control condition. Thus, this study suggests that preferred music, as compared to the control condition, has a beneficial effect on the cognitive abilities of MCS patients.

The effect of music therapy on physiological parameters has been also explored in DOC patients. [@B52] have observed in a VS patient the enhancement of the cardiovascular activity following 14-day stimulation with a musical stimulus (i.e., Mahler's Second Symphony). Autonomic changes with possible emotional value were also observed in both healthy controls and six VS patients while they passively listened to music samples ([@B77]). Finally, alterations in oxygen saturation, breathing frequency and facial expression were found following preferred music in 30 DOC patients ([@B72]).

Up to now, only few studies have used neurophysiological methodologies to assess the effect of music on DOC patients' cerebral responses. Using power spectra analyses, [@B62] have shown an increased EEG amplitude in alpha and theta bands when listening to the patients' preferred music in six VS and four MCS patients (see also [@B1]). To investigate auditory perception of comatose and post-comatose patients, [@B42] measured the MMN responses following tones that were either played with complex synthesized instrumental timbres or with simple pure tones ([@B42]). It has been shown that the harmonically richer musical tones elicited an MMN more frequently and with larger amplitude than did the simple sine wave tones ([@B44]). Very recently, [@B12] have demonstrated that music boosts cognition in comatose and post-comatose patients. In this study, the patient's names were presented after either an excerpt of the patient's preferred music (music condition) or a meaningless noise stimulus (control condition). Seven of the 13 patients showed a significant discriminative ERP (N200 and/or P300) to the patient's own name, whereas, in the control condition, only one patient showed this response. Furthermore, the results showed that the presence/absence of the cerebral response was associated with, respectively, good/bad outcomes.

Recently, two neuroimaging studies have also explored the effect of music on the brain functioning of DOC patients. [@B63] showed that a famous, generally well-known music, which should thus probably be also familiar to the patient ('Les Toreador' from 'Carmen' Suite No. 1 by Bizet) activated the bilateral superior temporal gyri in 2/2 MCS and 1/5 VS patients. Interestingly, although DOC patients generally lose long-range functional connections, listening to music elicits increased functional connectivity, as compared to a noise condition, in regions belonging to the auditory network (see Heine et al., personal communication).

The Effect of Music on Consciousness
====================================

The beneficial effects of music on cognitive functions of patients with DOC might be explained by an overall cortical arousal and/or an awareness enhancement. This is in agreement with "the arousal and mood hypothesis," suggesting that the effect of music listening on cognitive abilities can be attributed to changes in listeners' arousal and mood ([@B58]). The beneficial effects of music might be also associated to its "engagement" properties. Indeed, two types of brain networks interact when listening the music ([@B40]). An external network and an internal network. The network for external engagement is generally associated with cognitive functions of language processing (including semantics), working memory, mental imagery, attention, etc. (for a review, see [@B9]). This network could be conceptualized as the perception/action cycle that implies the lateral posterior part of the brain in sensation and perception and the lateral anterior part in action ([@B31]). The network for internal engagement is anticorrelated to the previous one (when one is activated, the other is generally deactivated) and encompasses mainly medial brain areas ([@B100]). It is engaged in various forms of self-referential ([@B103]; [@B61]) and autobiographical re-experiencing processes ([@B10]), which both support the "default-mode" hypothesis ([@B74]). In summary, the internal network would be associated to awareness of the self, while the external network would be involved in awareness of environment ([@B100]). Both networks would be particularly coupled in listening to familiar or preferred music (for a review, see [@B40]). This proposal of internal and external engagement when listening to music can be connected to the proposal of internal and external networks related to consciousness, providing a hypothesis for the neural basis of the beneficial effects of music in DOC patients. The connectivity within an external fronto-parietal network (i.e., between primary cortices and "higher-order" associative cortices), as well as the connectivity inside the nodes of an internal network (precuneus/posterior cingulate, mesas-frontal/anterior cingulate, and temporo-parietal cortices), has been shown to have a correlation that is decreasing with an increasing level of consciousness ([@B51]). Thus, it could be suggested that the effect of music on cerebral processes in DOC patients might reflect the music's capacity to act on these two major networks supporting consciousness.

Conclusion and Clinical Perspectives
====================================

This review strongly suggests that personally relevant stimuli are associated with enhanced behavioral responses and/or cerebral responses indicating perception in DOC patients, as compared to irrelevant or neutral stimuli. Preferred music appears to be a promising clinical tool, as it seems boosting some cognitive processes and/or awareness in patients with DOC, and could further serve as a prognostic tool as well. Future studies should identify what kind of cognitive and/or conscious processes could be enhanced following the presentation of preferred music, for example whether attention and awareness could be boosted in active paradigms or whether word processing be enhanced also for common names (as observed for the SON). Future studies should also disentangle a general effect of music (because of its acoustic and structural features) from its autobiographical effects (because of its emotional and meaningful contents in relation to the patients' personal memory). The beneficial effects of the preferred music could be indeed due to its sound complexity (rhythm, melody, tempo, syntactic-like structural organization, etc.), as well as to familiarity, emotional, episodic/autobiographical, and self-related features. For example, it would be interesting to contrast familiar and unfamiliar music or to compare the effect of preferred music with either fast or slow tempo, as previous studies have shown that these features can modulate cognition (e.g., [@B34]; [@B60]; [@B97]).

The challenge is also to incorporate personally relevant stimuli into standardized assessments that will be comparable across patients. This issue appears even more critical as one of the current diagnostic criteria for MCS is the detection of "affective behaviors that occur in contingent relation to relevant environmental stimuli and are not due to reflexive activity" ([@B32]). Although this criterion is used to define MCS, the assessment of affective behavior is poorly addressed (in the supplementary items) by the CRS-R that is the current gold standard clinical scale. Moreover, the method to assess this very important criterion is based on the observation or the reports from family and clinician of affective behaviors like smiling, laughing, frowning, crying that occur spontaneously or in response to a specific stimulus. The incorporation of personally relevant stimuli in clinical practice is difficult, but it could be done with success: indeed, more and more hospitals now use SON protocols even though they request a personalized voice recording. For music, one perspective for future development would be to test whether similar effects could be obtained with familiar music (and not only with personally preferred music). If it is the case, then one could imagine developing (for a given country or culture) a set of musical pieces (selected per age group) that could be used to stimulate cognition in DOC patients before the behavioral or the neurophysiological assessments.

Finally, this review also point to a potential role of music in rehabilitation, i.e., for a long-term effect of music on cognition and consciousness in patients with DOC. It is not possible to assert that the presentation of the music was responsible for a long-term increase of the level of arousal and awareness, but it has been previously shown that music can induce long-term cognitive improvement. For example, for patients after cerebral stroke, listening to music daily during a 2-month period has improved significantly verbal memory and focused attention 6 months after ([@B82], [@B81]). Furthermore, it has been previously demonstrated that listening music after neural damage can induce long-term plastic changes in early sensory processing, which, in turn, may facilitate the recovery of higher cognitive functions ([@B81]). Thus, these data encourage testing in future research the potential long-term role of music listening on cerebral plasticity in DOC patients.
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